

Timeline
Events

Additional Information and Resources

1770 Cook claims Australia

https://www.nma.gov.au/defining-moments/resources/cook-claims-australia

1788 Convict cargo

https://www.nma.gov.au/defining-moments/resources/convict-cargo

1789 Smallpox epidemic

https://www.nma.gov.au/defining-moments/resources/smallpox-epidemic

1791 Start of Whaling

https://www.nma.gov.au/defining-moments/resources/start-of-whaling

1792 Pemulwuy

https://www.nma.gov.au/defining-moments/resources/pemulwuy

1801-1803 Flinders circumnavigates
Australia
1815 Founding of Bathurst

https://www.nma.gov.au/defining-moments/resources/flinderscircumnavigates-australia
https://www.nma.gov.au/defining-moments/resources/founding-of-bathurst

1830 The Black Line

https://www.nma.gov.au/defining-moments/resources/the-black-line

1833 Convict transportation peaks
1838 Myall Creek massacre

https://www.nma.gov.au/defining-moments/resources/convict-transportationpeaks
https://www.nma.gov.au/defining-moments/resources/myall-creek-massacre

1854 Eureka Stockade

https://www.nma.gov.au/defining-moments/resources/eureka-stockade

1863 Coranderrk

https://www.nma.gov.au/defining-moments/resources/coranderrk

1868 Aboriginal cricket team

https://www.nma.gov.au/defining-moments/resources/aboriginal-cricket-team

1868 Convict transportation ends

https://www.nma.gov.au/defining-moments/resources/convict-transportation

1871 Australian Natives' Association

https://www.nma.gov.au/defining-moments/resources/australian-nativesassociation
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The desert is everywhere. Red sand as far as you can see. In the distance, you see a light. It looks as if it is coming out of
the ground. You walk over to it. There is a bright shining stone, half-buried in the sand. You pick it up. It makes your whole
body tingle. As you hold onto it, looking into its shiny centre, it sends a burst of green light out, and then fades away.
In your hand you have a bright blue gem stone, the size of a plum.
You look into the stone and squeeze it.
“I am the Spiritstone”. You hear words in your head. Is the gem talking to you?
“I have chosen you to complete a mission,” says the voice. This is crazy! Is this really happening?
“I am the Spiritstone, I am the heart of this land you know as Australia.”
You listen closely to the words that the Spiritstone puts in your head.
“You must travel across this land and learn about it. Only then can all the people of Australia be united.”
“Okay, what must I do?” You say this out loud. You feel silly doing it.
“This land is an ancient land. People first came here more than 60,000 years ago. Now a new people have come. You must
learn about both groups. I command you to try and heal this land, and bring people together. You must complete tasks to
understand this land and its people. Only then can Australia heal.”
You nod in agreement.
“Where shall I travel to?” You ask.
“To the south-east coast of this land. To a place called Botany Bay. There you will meet the first people who have come to
this land from far away. They are not the Indigenous Australians, they are not the “Aborigines”, who have been here for
60,000 years. They are British people, and they come from a faraway continent called Europe.”
“How will I know how to get there?”
“I will glow more brightly when you are walking in the right direction. Now quick, the journey is long and we have no time
to lose if we want to meet the first Europeans to visit Australia.”
You start walking, following the glow of the Spiritstone…
Go to 1.
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1770: Cook claims Australia

Painting by John Hamilton Mortimer showing from left: Solander, Banks, Cook, Dr John Hawkesworth
and Lord Sandwich. National Library of Australia nla.pic-an7351768

The stone has called you to an island (one day it will be called “Possession Island”) just off the northeast coast of
Australia, not far from the shore. As you approach the island, you see a huge boat anchored there. You sneak onto the
island without being seen. White-skinned men are coming and going from the boat to the island, busy doing many chores.
One walks away from the main group on the beach into the forest from where you are watching. You take your chance to
find out more.
“Psst!”
A tired looking sailor hears your voice and comes over.
“What on earth?” he is surprised to see someone way out here.
“Sir, what is happening here?” you ask.
He sees that you look harmless, and so tells you about his adventure.
“This is the Endeavour, an exploring ship from Britain, on the other side of the world. Our captain is James Cook, a navy
commander. This is a scientific journey, we have the scientist Joseph Banks with us, who is looking for new plants, animals
and humans. Our voyage should take three years. We have already been to a new land called ‘New Zealand’ to the east,
where we spent six months mapping the coast.”
You listen in amazement.
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“We knew of the mysterious southern continent known as the “Great South Land” so we came to discover more. Dutch
explorer Abel Tasman already knew about Van Diemen’s land (the stone tells you Which will be known as Tasmania one
day and we know about New Holland (“Western Australia”), but we didn’t know if these two places were part of one big
island. We have spent four months mapping the east coast. We stayed in Botany Bay for eight days for wood and water.
Of course, Mr Banks wanted to stay longer to collect plants and animals.”
“Why are you out here?” you ask.
“Captain Cook didn’t think this place had anything valuable so we were on our way home. We got stuck on the reef (“The
Great Barrier Reef it will be known as one day”) and had to repair the ship. Cook has claimed the whole continent – it
belongs to Britain now!”
You think to yourself, but what about the thousands of people who already live here?
“Now tell me why are you here?” says the sailor.
You run off back into the deep-green forest, scared of these loud sailors and worried about their plans.
The Spiritstone glows brightly.
“Now for your first task. What questions come to mind when you think about the history of this land?”

Your task
✓ Copy and complete this question grid. Come up with questions about Australian history. Remember, you are only
asking questions.

Past

Event
What was…

Place
Where was…

Person
Who was…

Time
When was…

Past action

What did…

Where did…

Who did…

When did…

Imagination

What might have…

Where might have…

Who might have…

When might have…

You complete the question grid. You have completed the first part of your mission. Now the Spiritstone gives you choices.
“Do you want to check out some huge sailing ships?” Go to 2.
“Do you want to help some sick people?” Go to 3.
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1788: Convict Cargo

Backhouse, Edward, A chain gang, convicts going to work near Sidney [i.e. Sydney], New South Wales
1843, nla.obj-138467409

The Spiritstone guides you down the east coast of Australia. You hide on a forested hill above the bay as eleven tall ships
come into Port Jackson.
As the ships pull up, small wooden rowboats take white-skinned people from the boats to the shore. You creep down to
the landing site, listening hard so you can hear.
“Better spot than Botany Bay to start a settlement, that’s for sure,” says a rough-looking sailor, carrying equipment from
boat to shore.
“But with all these criminals though, does it even matter?” replies another.
Port Jackson Harbour, in New South Wales: with a distant view of the Blue Mountains. Taken from South Head, 1812. Ink print on
paper by John Eyre. National Gallery of Australia

“Yeah good point Davey,” says the first sailor, “but there’s almost 1,400 of us in total. Us navy seamen too, and our
families.”
“True John, true,” replies Davey, “and besides, Governor Arthur Phillip doesn’t just want these convicts punished, he
wants to make them better people.”
“Good luck with that!” responds John.
“The governor is very thorough and enthusiastic alright. He’s got a good head on his shoulders. I heard him say ‘I am
serving my country, and serving the cause of humanity.’ So I guess we are in good hands.”
The men continue talking. You scout around the group, careful not to be seen.
Port Jackson Harbour, in New South Wales: with a distant view of the Blue Mountains. Taken from South Head, 1812. Ink print on
paper by John Eyre. National Gallery of Australia
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Over time, as the Europeans settled, they struggled to survive. They had brought soldiers, not farmers; many of their
seeds were spoilt on the voyage; and they struggled to grow food in the soil.
You see dark-skinned Aboriginal people interacting with them from time to time. Governor Phillip tries to set up friendly
relations with the local tribe, the Eora. One man, Bennelong, acts as a middle man between the Indigenous Australians
and the newcomers. You even notice Bennelong become friends with the governor.
Yet, over time, you notice that relations between the Indigenous people and the colonists gets worse. They just don’t
understand each other’s culture. The settlers bring violence and diseases like smallpox which hurt the Indigenous people,
and they also live on land that belonged to the Indigenous people. It is hard to see how the two can live in peace.
“Show your understanding of these events by placing them in the correct order.”

Your task
✓ Put these events in the correct order starting with the earliest. You may need to do some research to complete
this task.
A penal (punishment) colony is set up in Moreton Bay (now Brisbane)
A penal (punishment) colony is set up in Van Diemen’s Land (Tasmania)
Arthur Phillip’s term as governor ends
Captain Arthur Phillip is officially appointed governor of New South Wales
Matthew Flinders sails all around Australia
The First Fleet arrives in Port Jackson, with convicts on board, and sets up a settlement
The Second Fleet arrives in Port Jackson
Put them on a timeline in the correct order, including the years. Make your timeline an interesting picture, and include
something linked to Australia, like a snake, a boomerang or even a chain!

The Spiritstone turns green. Another successful task completed.
“Quick, the Indigenous people need you!” Go to 5.
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1789: Smallpox epidemic

The effects of smallpox are shown in this photograph taken at North Head Quarantine Station,
Sydney. National Museum of Australia

The Spiritstone leads you to an Indigenous camp, where your friends welcome you.
You cannot believe the devastation you see all around. Sick people are lying on the ground, crying out in agony.
“The white colonists brought this on us!” shouts one terrified old woman.
Your friend, Jarran, describes the condition.
“The whitefellas call it ‘smallpox’. Our people have never experienced it before. It kills many of us. First comes a fever,
then a headache and backache. You can be dead in just a few days. Seven out of ten of us who get it, die. In some places,
a third of all Indigenous people are dead.”
Jarran continues, “With so many dying, we lose family, we lose community leaders.”
You wish Jarran well and head to the Port Jackson settler community. There you speak with white settlers this time.
A tall friendly blonde man called Paul Callahan is happy to talk to you.
“It is a shame what’s happening to the original people of Australia. We Europeans don’t get as sick from these diseases.
Europeans have had these diseases for generations so we are more immune to them,” he says.
“But how did the disease outbreak begin?” you ask.
7

“I’ve heard all kinds of rumours,” says Paul, “did the disease come from the British settlers? French explorers? Or even
fishermen working from off-shore islands in the north? And it’s not just smallpox. Other diseases will strike this land as
well.”
He looks genuinely sad.
You retreat to your forest campsite. The Spiritstone glows orange, it has something to tell you.
“Before the settlers, there were about 700,000 Indigenous Australians. One hundred years later there were less than
100,000. The Europeans thought the Indigenous people were dying out. But they didn’t. In 2018 there are over 800,000
again. And the disease smallpox was wiped out for good in 1977.”
“Show your understanding by responding to this picture of a person with smallpox.”

Your task
✓ Describe this image by writing in the boxes
Facial expression of person:

Marks on face:

Where patient is:

The stone glows green.
“Warning! There are criminals flowing into the land. You must investigate!” Go to 4.
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1788: Convict Cargo

Backhouse, Edward, A chain gang, convicts going to work near Sidney [i.e. Sydney], New South Wales
1843, nla.obj-138467409

The Spiritstone guides you down the east coast of Australia. You hide on a forested hill above the bay as eleven tall ships
come into Port Jackson.
As the ships pull up, small wooden rowboats take white-skinned people from the boats to the shore. You creep down to
the landing site, listening hard so you can hear.
“Better spot than Botany Bay to start a settlement, that’s for sure,” says a rough-looking sailor, carrying equipment from
boat to shore.

Port Jackson Harbour, in New South Wales: with a distant view of the Blue Mountains. Taken from South Head, 1812. Ink print on
paper by John Eyre. National Gallery of Australia

“But with all these criminals though, does it even matter?” replies another.
“Yeah good point Davey,” says the first sailor, “but there’s almost 1,400 of us in total. Us navy seamen too, and our
families.”
“True John, true,” replies Davey, “and besides, Governor Arthur Phillip doesn’t just want these convicts punished, he
wants to make them better people.”
“Good luck with that!” responds John.
“The governor is very thorough and enthusiastic alright. He’s got a good head on his shoulders. I heard him say ‘I am
serving my country, and serving the cause of humanity.’ So I guess we are in good hands.”
The men continue talking. You scout around the group, careful not to be seen.
Over time, as the Europeans settled, they struggled to survive. They had brought soldiers, not farmers; many of their
seeds were spoilt on the voyage; and they struggled to grow food in the soil.
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You see dark-skinned Aboriginal people interacting with them from time to time. Governor Phillip tries to set up friendly
relations with the local tribe, the Eora. One man, Bennelong, acts as a middle man between the Indigenous Australians
and the newcomers. You even notice Bennelong become friends with the governor.
Yet, over time, you notice that relations between the Indigenous people and the colonists get worse. They just don’t
understand each other’s culture. The settlers bring violence and diseases like smallpox which hurt the Indigenous people,
and they also live on land that belonged to the Indigenous people. It is hard to see how the two can live in peace.
“Show your understanding of these events by placing them in the correct order.”

Your task
✓ Put these events in the correct order starting with the earliest. You may need to do further research to complete
this task.
A penal (punishment) colony is set up in Moreton Bay (now Brisbane)
A penal (punishment) colony is set up in Van Diemen’s Land (Tasmania)
Arthur Phillip’s term as governor ends
Captain Arthur Phillip is officially appointed governor of New South Wales
Matthew Flinders sails all around Australia
The First Fleet arrives in Port Jackson, with convicts on board, and sets up a settlement
The Second Fleet arrives in Port Jackson
Put them on a timeline in the correct order, including the years. Make your timeline an interesting picture, and include
something linked to Australia, like a snake, a boomerang or even a chain!

The Spiritstone turns green. Another successful task completed.
“Do you want to meet a legend?” Go to 6.
“Are you interested in giant sea creatures?” Go to 7.
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1789: Smallpox epidemic

The effects of smallpox are shown in this photograph taken at North Head Quarantine Station, Sydney.
National Museum of Australia

The Spiritstone leads you to an Indigenous camp, where your friends welcome you.
You cannot believe the devastation you see all around. Sick people are lying on the ground, crying out in agony.
“The white colonists brought this on us!” shouts one terrified old woman.
Your friend, Jarran, describes the condition.
“The whitefellas call it ‘smallpox’. Our people have never experienced it before. It kills many of us. First comes a fever,
then a headache and backache. You can be dead in just a few days. Seven out of ten of us who get it, die. In some places,
a third of all Indigenous people are dead.”
Jarran continues, “With so many dying, we lose family, we lose community leaders.”
You wish Jarran well and head to the Port Jackson settler community. There you speak with white settlers this time.
A tall friendly blonde man called Paul Callahan is happy to talk to you.
“It is a shame what’s happening to the original people of Australia. We Europeans don’t get as sick from these diseases.
Europeans have had these diseases for generations so we are more immune to them,” he says.
“But how did the disease outbreak begin?” you ask.
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“I’ve heard all kinds of rumours,” says Paul, “did the disease come from the British settlers? French explorers? Or even
fishermen working from off-shore islands in the north? And it’s not just smallpox. Other diseases will strike this land as
well.”
He looks genuinely sad.
You retreat to your forest campsite. The Spiritstone glows orange, it has something to tell you.
“Before the settlers, there were about 700,000 Indigenous Australians. One hundred years later there were less than
100,000. The Europeans thought the Indigenous people were dying out. But they didn’t. In 2018 there are over 800,000
again. And the disease smallpox was wiped out for good in 1977.”
“Show your understanding by responding to this picture of a person with smallpox.”

Your task
✓ Describe this image by writing in the boxes
Facial expression of person:

Marks on face:

Where patient is:

The stone glows green.
“Do you want to meet a legend?” Go to 6.
“Are you interested in giant sea creatures?” Go to 7.
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1792: Pemulwuy

Engraving by S Neele of J Grant’s image of ‘Pimbloy’ believed to be the only known depiction of
Pemulwuy, 1800. State Library of New South Wales

In your many wanderings, you keep hearing of the Indigenous hero Pemulwuy, a warrior from the Bidjigal people, living in
the Botany Bay (Sydney) area. You know you need to speak to this person, but he is an enemy of the white Governor, and
is hard to track down. With help from your Indigenous friends you arrange a midnight meeting at a local billabong (pond
near a river).
You find out what you can before the meeting. You learn he was born around 1750, and has an impressive reputation as a
hero. Yet, it is hard to know what is true and what is not. He was a major figure in Indigenous fighting against settlers at
Botany Bay.
At midnight, you meet at the waterhole. The stars are bright, reflected in the water. A man with a limp appears in front of
you, Pemulwuy. His left foot sticks out at a strange angle, and one eye has a speck in it. He sees you staring and explains.
“My foot injury was on purpose. Hit with a club. This shows I am a ‘clever man’, what we call a person with supernatural
powers.”
“Why does Governor Arthur Phillip dislike you?” you ask.
“Ha! I respect the man but not what he has done. He leads the settlers and colonists, those who have come and taken our
land, hunted our animals and killed our people. I killed his friend John McIntyre two years ago. This man was hunting our
animals, against the rules of our people.”
“An eye for an eye?” you say, with a smile.
Pemulwuy does not look impressed. “This started a bigger conflict. I used to live among the settlers, but became an
outlaw when I started to stand up for my people.”
“Have you fought with the newcomers?” you ask.
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“I have led raids on their farms. We want to stop the spread of the white man. He takes our land, kills our animals. I have
burnt huts, stolen crops and attacked people. This is the fight of our lives. But the settlers have gunfire, and we suffer
many injuries.
A snapping sound from the trees startles you both. Worried someone is watching, Pemulwuy disappears silently back into
the forest.
“He will be remembered as a “brave and independent” character, even by the colonists he fought against. The Europeans
finally killed him in 1802.”
“Show respect for Pemulwuy by drawing him.”

Your task
✓ Draw Pemulwuy
✓ Fill in the boxes around the outside

PEMULWUY
Date of birth

Tribe

Location of birth
Where he lived
Date of death

Location of
death
Things he did
Other names

Physical
description

The Spiritstone glows green to show success.
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“To Sydney! Native animals are being killed!” Go to 8.


1791: Start of whaling

Flensing a whale, Twofold Bay, New South Wales, by CE Wellings, between about 1900 and
1922. National Library of Australia

Big sea creatures? Whales are the biggest, so you head to the Sydney docks, a noisy, smelly place. People and boats, big
and small, everywhere. You get talking to a dock worker, who has a lot of opinions about whaling.
“Call me Ed,” he says, “and you know what? If it wasn’t for whaling, this colony wouldn’t have survived. Just look at the
headline on today’s ‘Sydney Gazette’ newspaper: ‘The whaling merchants […] are stopping […] Australian poverty.’ Too
right!”
You ask what he knows about its history.
“I know the dark-skinned people never hunted whales. I heard they would feast on beached whales. Makes sense I
suppose; how can you hunt these great beasts without huge boats? Us Europeans have been hunting them for hundreds
of years, but a lot of men have died hunting them!”
Out to sea you see an enormous ship with three masts coming in to dock – the Britannia.
“Here she comes!” says Ed, “whaling started here in Australia soon after the First Fleet arrived, you could say it was our
colony’s first big industry. Thousands of men and hundreds of ships involved. Whalers visit the colony a lot. Rough men
they are though. Violent drunks, many of them.”
The ship docks and a group of dirty, muscly men sit on its deck, eating large chunks of bread and meat. As they lower a
plank to the wharf, you go on board and get chatting to them.
“Just back from Tasmania. New breeding grounds have been found down there. Lots of blubber to be had!” says a sailor
named Arthur.
“What do you use the whales for? Meat?” you ask.
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“Ha! Naïve youngster, it’s the oil we seek. Whale oil is used in lamps and factories across the world. The bone sells well
too.” replies Arthur.
“Not just that though,” says an older, bearded whaler, “we bring all kinds of goods to Australia. It would be a waste for us
to come all this way with an empty boat, so we bring things the new colony needs, as well as more convicts! Then we load
up with whale oil, head back to Europe and sell it.”
You share lunch with the men, thank them for the conversation and head off.
The Spiritstone glows orange again, there is more knowledge from the future.
“The whaling industry was big in Australia, but after the 1850s it got smaller. Too few whales were left, and many whaling
men left to go gold mining instead. By 1978 there was no whaling industry in Australia and by 2020 the Australian
government tried to stop other countries from whaling.”
“Show you understand the different viewpoints on whaling.”

Your task
✓ Fill in the four boxes… How would these groups from the 1800s view the start of whaling in Australia?

Indigenous
Didn't hunt whales

Their view:

Released
convicts

Scientists

Ship
owners

They might want
work

They are interested
in whales

Some of their ships
used for whaling

Their view:

Their view:

Their view:

The green glow of the stone shows that you have completed the task.
“An important Indigenous outlaw and hero you must meet next”. Go to 9.
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1791: Start of whaling

Flensing a whale, Twofold Bay, New South Wales, by CE Wellings, between about 1900 and
1922. National Library of Australia

The native animals being killed are whales, so you head to the Sydney docks, a noisy, smelly place. People and boats, big
and small, everywhere. You get talking to a dock worker, who has a lot of opinions about whaling.
“Call me Ed,” he says, “and you know what? If it wasn’t for whaling, this colony wouldn’t have survived. Just look at the
headline on today’s ‘Sydney Gazette’ newspaper: ‘The whaling merchants […] are stopping […] Australian poverty.’ Too
right!”
You ask what he knows about its history.
“I know the dark-skinned people never hunted whales. I heard they would feast on beached whales. Makes sense I
suppose; how can you hunt these great beasts without huge boats? Us Europeans have been hunting them for hundreds
of years, but a lot of men have died hunting them!”
Out to sea you see an enormous ship with three masts coming in to dock – the Britannia.
“Here she comes!” says Ed, “whaling started here in Australia soon after the First Fleet arrived, you could say it was our
colony’s first big industry. Thousands of men and hundreds of ships involved. Whalers visit the colony a lot. Rough men
they are though. Violent drunks, many of them.”
The ship docks and a group of dirty, muscly men sit on its deck, eating large chunks of bread and meat. As they lower a
plank to the wharf, you go on board and get chatting to them.
“Just back from Tasmania. New breeding grounds have been found down there. Lots of blubber to be had!” says a sailor
named Arthur.
“What do you use the whales for? Meat?” you ask.
“Ha! Naïve youngster, it’s the oil we seek. Whale oil is used in lamps and factories across the world. The bone sells well
too.” replies Arthur.
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“Not just that though,” says an older, bearded whaler, “we bring all kinds of goods to Australia. It would be a waste for us
to come all this way with an empty boat, so we bring things the new colony needs, as well as more convicts! Then we load
up with whale oil, head back to Europe and sell it.”
You share lunch with the men, thank them for the conversation and head off.
The Spiritstone glows orange again, there is more knowledge from the future.
“The whaling industry was big in Australia, but after the 1850s it got smaller. Too few whales were left, and many whaling
men left to go gold mining instead. By 1978 there was no whaling industry in Australia and by 2020 the Australian
government tried to stop other countries from whaling.”
“Show you understand the different viewpoints on whaling.”

Your task
✓ Fill in the four boxes… How would these groups from the 1800s view the start of whaling in Australia?

Indigenous
Didn't hunt whales

Released
convicts

Scientists

Ship
owners

They might want
work

They are interested
in whales

Some of their ships
used for whaling

Their view:

Their view:

Their view:

Their view:

The green glow of the stone shows that you have completed the task.
“Do you want to travel over the mountains to discover new lands?” Go to 10.
“Do you want a sea voyage?” Go to 11.
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1792: Pemulwuy

Engraving by S Neele of J Grant’s image of ‘Pimbloy’ believed to be the only known depiction of
Pemulwuy, 1800. State Library of New South Wales

In your many wanderings, you keep hearing of the Indigenous hero Pemulwuy, a warrior from the Bidjigal people, living in
the Botany Bay (Sydney) area. You know you need to speak to this person, but he is an enemy of the white Governor, and
is hard to track down. With help from your Indigenous friends you arrange a midnight meeting at a local billabong (pond
near a river).
You find out what you can before the meeting. You learn he was born around 1750, and has an impressive reputation as a
hero. Yet, it is hard to know what is true and what is not. He was a major figure in Indigenous fighting against settlers at
Botany Bay.
At midnight, you meet at the waterhole. The stars are bright, reflected in the water. A man with a limp appears in front of
you, Pemulwuy. His left foot sticks out at a strange angle, and one eye has a speck in it. He sees you staring and explains.
“My foot injury was on purpose. Hit with a club. This shows I am a ‘clever man’, what we call a person with supernatural
powers.”
“Why does Governor Arthur Phillip dislike you?” you ask.
“Ha! I respect the man but not what he has done. He leads the settlers and colonists, those who have come and taken our
land, hunted our animals and killed our people. I killed his friend John McIntyre two years ago. This man was hunting our
animals, against the rules of our people.”
“An eye for an eye?” you say, with a smile.
Pemulwuy does not look impressed. “This started a bigger conflict. I used to live among the settlers, but became an
outlaw when I started to stand up for my people.”
“Have you fought with the newcomers?” you ask.
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“I have led raids on their farms. We want to stop the spread of the white man. He takes our land, kills our animals. I have
burnt huts, stolen crops and attacked people. This is the fight of our lives. But the settlers have gunfire, and we suffer
many injuries.
A snapping sound from the trees startles you both. Worried someone is watching, Pemulwuy disappears silently back into
the forest.
“He will be remembered as a “brave and independent” character, even by the colonists he fought against. The Europeans
finally killed him in 1802.”
“Show respect for Pemulwuy by drawing him.”

Your task
✓ Draw Pemulwuy
✓ Fill in the boxes around the outside

PEMULWUY
Date of birth

Tribe

Location of birth
Where he lived
Date of death

Location of death
Things he did
Other names

Physical
description

The Spiritstone glows green to show success.
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“Do you want to travel over the mountains to discover new lands?” Go to 10.
“Do you want a sea voyage?” Go to 11.
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1815: Founding of Bathurst

Bathurst, by George French Angas, 1851. National Library of Australia

The smell of eucalyptus leaves wafts through the still, hot air. You are camping high in the Blue Mountains, getting some
much-needed rest. Late in the afternoon you hear settlers’ voices. An hour later you see a row of caravans coming up a
rough track, horses grunting with strain.
You recognise Governor Macquarie amongst the group, wearing fine clothing but sweating like all the others. He talks to a
friend about what they are doing.
“We will be remembered for this,” says Macquarie.
“Of course, sir,” says another rider.
“The first inland settlement in the colony, and the first across the other side of the Blue Mountains. If what the explorers
say is true, there is fantastic land for farming.”
“Yes sir, the Blue Mountains have stopped us from spreading away from the Sydney coast until now.”
“The colony needs to be able to feed itself. We must grow grain for wheat, not just sheep and cattle,” says Macquarie.
The expedition has about 50 people as part of it. You follow the group, and get chatting with one of the travellers, Curley
Walters.
“Yup, I’m a convict alright, three years left on my sentence. Sent over here for the ‘grand crime’ of stealing a sheep,” he
says sarcastically.
You nod in sympathy.
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“Convicts built this road. Of course, the Indigenous people knew how to cross, but it took the first white explorers,
Charles Wentworth, William Lawson and Gregory Blaxland, weeks to cross.”
The travellers eventually cross the mountains, and ride down onto wide open grassy plains.
“These plains were made by the Indigenous people by their burning of the trees, that’s what I heard.” says Curley.
The group makes its way down, camping beside a river. Governor Macquarie names the river after himself. When he finds
a good spot for a settlement he declares it “a space of such extent and beauty as seems designed by nature for the […]
comfort of man.”
He names the settlement after an English politician, calling it “Bathurst”.
You spend time in the new settlement. As word spreads of the good farmland, more settlers arrive. This causes more
conflict with the Aboriginal Wiradjuri people of the area, led by the warrior Windradyne. Settlement comes at a large cost
to the Indigenous people who lose access to the land and their connection to country.
“Show you understand this by labelling or annotating this historical picture.”

Your task
✓ Fill in the boxes to show what you can learn from looking at this picture:
Buildings in 1815 Australia
were…

Some of the plants in Australia
are…

The landscape in Bathurst in
1815 was…

Transportation in 1815 in
Australia was…

A green glow from the Spiritstone…
“Do you want to head to the island off the southern coast?” Go to 12.
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“Are you interested in the number of convicts coming?” Go to 13.
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1801-1803: Flinders circumnavigates Australia

Portrait of Matthew Flinders, RN, 1774–1814, Art Gallery of South Australia, Adelaide

Sea voyages begin at sea, so you head there.
Cape Leeuwin. The land’s extreme southwestern point. Off the coast you see a large ship. When the boat docks you sneak
aboard. This feels like a must-see journey. You get chatting with a talkative sailor named Billy Graham.
“See that handsome bloke in the fancy uniform?” Billy says, pointing to the rear of the ship, “That’s our Captain, Matthew
Flinders. English, like the rest of us. This here boat is the Investigator, same kind Captain Cook used. She’s got a shallow
bottom, good for exploring shallow waters. British government sent us on a mission. They’re scared the French might
explore and claim the place as theirs.”
The boat rocks in the waves, and he grabs hold of a wet rope for balance.
“Captain Flinders wants to see if New Holland is the same piece of land as New South Wales,” he says.
“Good luck!” you say.
You disembark from the boat and head back inland. Time passes. More than one year later and you are at the same
location, and see the same boat. You can’t believe your eyes! Flinders made it! Again, you wait until the boat draws close
to shore and climb aboard, looking for your friend Billy again.
“Hey buddy!” Billy’s voice calls out across the boat as he spots you, “We made it around the whole coast! Can you believe
it? We mapped thousands of miles of unknown coast. Flinders is calling this land ‘Australia’. I wonder if the name will
stick. He’s proven it’s one continent, and even named the big island to the south ‘Van Diemen’s Land’ after a friend of
his!”
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Billy talks non-stop about the eventful journey, as salty water hits you in the face.
“Here we are in Cape Leeuwin again. We went anticlockwise round the whole continent. Two Indigenous people,
Bungaree and Nanbaree I think they were, came with us, helped us heaps with local customs. Couldn’t speak all the
languages though. There must be hundreds of Indigenous languages!”
He offers you a ship’s biscuit. Hard and tasteless, you accept anyway, as you’re mighty hungry.
He continues, “After all that we did meet the French. Guy named ‘Baudin’ who was sad we’d beaten him to exploring the
whole coast. First full coastal map of Australia’s in the bag now, eh!”
Billy slaps you on the back. You wish him well and head back to shore, back to the land. What an adventure!
“Map this great, brown land with memories from Flinders’ voyage.”

Your task
✓ Label this map with at least five places where Flinders voyaged. Include a further two places where he met other
people.
✓ For more information on his voyage go here: www.bit.ly/aroundtheoutside

The stone glows green, meaning that your map is good enough.
“Do you want to head to the island off the southern coast?” Go to 12.
“Are you interested in the number of convicts coming?” Go to 13.
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1830: Black Line

Governor Arthur’s Proclamation to the Aborigines,
1828/9. National Library of Australia obj-138420046

You take a small passenger boat from Melbourne to Hobart, the biggest town in Van Diemen’s Land, a triangular-shaped
island off the southern coast of Australia. From the dock you head inland, where you camp near a farm. The next day you
get talking to local farmer Pat Stanway about the relations between settlers and Indigenous people on the island.
“Been rough from the start, mate,” says Pat, “I hear the French met some Indigenous people down here way back in 1772
and already they were fighting, spear against gun. The local churchman told me even Abel Tasman, you know, that
explorer from the Netherlands in Europe, mapped some of this place as far back as 1642. I know whalers been down
these parts since at least 1790. Rough fellows though, brought diseases that wiped out heaps of Indigenous people. Even
kidnapped some of them to work on their ships.”
He offers you a sip from his leather water bag. You take a big gulp, thirsty from the yellow sun high above.
“Island got settled by us Europeans in 1803. British were worried the French might do it first. So here we come, the
English farmers. We’ve put sheep on the land now, but it’s not easy with raids from the Indigenous. Still, reckon there’s
23,000 settlers now. It’s like a war between us, the ‘Black War’.”
The sound of a twig cracking makes Pat jump and turn around, startled.
“Can’t never be too careful now. Most settlers pretty revved up about all this. Lieutenant-Governor George Arthur hasn’t
done enough to protect us and our farms I reckon. Sure, in 1826 he allowed us to raid their camps, and farmers I know
just shoot Indigenous people if they see them, even women and kids. Dunno if that’s right.”
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You look at Pat very concerned, finding it hard to understand his point of view.
“So now Arthur’s calling for this ‘Black Line’, see. Making a huge human chain across the settled district. Gonna try and rid
this area of the Indigenous people so we can farm in peace. As the Lieutenant-Governor says, it’s ‘for the purpose of
capturing those hostile tribes of the Indigenous people.’”
“Surely that won’t work?” you ask.
“It’s gonna be the biggest force ever assembled against Indigenous people. One in ten settlers on the island will take part,
at least that’s the idea. Sounds expensive.”
You bid Pat farewell, unsure about his morals.
You advance into the wilderness, seeking out Indigenous Australians. At last you spot a camp. You strike up a friendship
with an aboriginal elder, who explains the deep history of the land.
“Our people walked here 40,000 years ago. Sea level was much lower then, no boat needed. About 12,000 years ago sea
rose again and here we are, on an island. Reckon there was about 15,000 of us, in nine nations, before the white invaders
arrived. Only about 2,000 of us now. Sad but true.”
You stay with the Indigenous people for the next few days. Then at dawn one morning it begins. There are shouts and
gunfire in the distance. Your Indigenous friends have their hiding places well planned, however, and the line of settlers
passes them right by.
You bid farewell to the Indigenous people and head back to Hobart Town. Months later, you see a newspaper article
stuck to a public wall in Hobart: Black Line – failure or success? is the headline.
The article mentions that the Black Line itself didn’t work. Indigenous people easily hid from the settlers as they knew the
land much better. Two Indigenous people were captured and another two lost their lives. But, the violence against the
original people did succeed in moving them off their lands.
The Spiritstone’s orange glow tells you it has some information from the future for you.
“At the time, the settlers won and the Indigenous had no home on the island. But in modern Tasmania, there is again a
thriving population of at least 25,000 Indigenous people.”

Your task
✓ Imagine you are the mother of an Indigenous child in Tasmania is 1830, awaiting the march of people coming
towards you as part of the ‘Black Line’.
✓ Write a short role-play of a conversation they might have. Some of the conversation has been added for you:
Mother: Are you scared, little one?
Child:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Mother: Don’t be afraid, I will protect you…

Child:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Child:
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Mother, why are they doing this?

Mother:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Child:
Where is father?

Mother:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
The stone shines a green colour. Success.
“You must hear about the many new people coming to country, young one.” Go to 14.
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1833: Convict transportation peaks

View Near Woolwich in Kent, Shewing the Employment of the Convicts from the
Hulks, about 1800. State Library of New South Wales a928944

You are sitting in a hotel in Sydney, having a large glass of water on a red-hot day. You overhear lots of loud conversations
between the many men in the hotel having lunch.
“Criminals! All I see coming into this country is more criminals. Not a good way to start a country!” says a tall man.
“Wouldn’t be a country without the criminals, Henry,” says another. “Britain and Ireland have a problem with crime. They
don’t want their criminals so they send them overseas. Used to send them to the American colonies, but when the
Americans fought for independence from Britain in 1775, and won, couldn’t send them there anymore.”
Henry replies angrily, “Look here Richard, I hear there’s 7,000 of them coming here every year. How’s it our problem if
Britain has too many criminals? Why can’t they keep selling them as workers to American businessmen like they used to?
Or keep them stored in those old boats in British rivers? You know, those old boats they call ‘hulks’?”
Richard puts down his drink, staring at Henry, “The Australian colonies were founded with criminals. About 750 criminals
on the First Fleet in 1788, there was. But they’re mostly hard workers. Governor Phillip used to get skilled convicts to
build the colony. Half the buildings here in Sydney were built by convict hands! Not to mention all the help they give
farmers, working sunrise to sunset every day but Sunday!”
Henry thinks about it for a minute, then responds, “But they’re bad people Richard. Some of them commit more crimes
once they get here and must go to secondary punishment, where they get shipped to Port Arthur in Van Diemen’s Land
or all the way out to Norfolk Island. Good whipping and a set of leg irons they get too.”
“No doubt there’s some tricksters amongst them Henry. But a lot of good ones too. Some of them come here for the
smallest crimes. You know there’s more than 200 crimes that can get you sent out here, right? You can get seven years
for stealing something small for your family to eat. It’s being poor, having no job in those big English cities that drives
people to that crime. How’s that fair? Walk around the colonies now mate, loads of those settlers are ex-convicts who
finished their sentences and went on to be great workers,” says Richard.
“Yeah. Maybe. I dunno,” says Henry.
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“And let’s not forget them who get let off their sentence for good behaviour. And some of them only come here because
the government don’t like them. Like some of those Irish convicts only wanted Britain to leave its hands off Ireland, that’s
all. Plus, we’re a growing colony and a growing colony needs women. About one in five of the convicts are women,”
Richard continues, “I know what you mean Henry, shipping boatloads of criminals here seems like a bad idea, but once
you think about it, we’d be ruined if we didn’t have them.”
You leave the hotel. A lot of information to take in…
“Display your understanding by putting events about convicts in the right order.”

Your task
✓ Here is a list of events in the history of convict transportation to Australia
✓ You must create a timeline and include all the dates, in the correct order from earliest to latest
✓ When making your timeline, don’t include the full sentence, just put the year and a very short summary of what
happened, like “1868: Last convicts to WA”
✓ Make your timeline creative but accurate
➢ 9 January 1868 the convict transport Hougoumont arrived at the port of Fremantle. On board were 269 convicts, the
last to be sent to Western Australia
➢ However, transportation continued in Victoria, Queensland and Tasmania, and started in Western Australia in 1850.
➢ In 1840 transportation to New South Wales ended
➢ In 1849, the British Government allowed Western Australia to change from a free settlement to a penal colony
➢ People started not liking convict transportation so much that in 1837 the British Government asked Sir William
Molesworth to write a report about it
➢ Since the establishment of a penal colony in New South Wales in 1788, Australia has served as a British prison
➢ The economy going badly in the 1840s – felt across all the Australian colonies – affected Western Australia a lot
➢ The first settlers arrived at the Swan River in 1829

As the stone glows green, you know that you have completed the task successfully.
“There is a war brewing, youngster, you need to investigate…” Go to 15.
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1833: Convict transportation peaks

View Near Woolwich in Kent, Shewing the Employment of the Convicts from the
Hulks, about 1800. State Library of New South Wales a928944

You are sitting in a hotel in Sydney, having a large glass of water on a red-hot day. You overhear lots of loud conversations
between the many men in the hotel having lunch.
“Criminals! All I see coming into this country is more criminals. Not a good way to start a country!” says a tall man.
“Wouldn’t be a country without the criminals, Henry,” says another. “Britain and Ireland have a problem with crime. They
don’t want their criminals so they send them overseas. Used to send them to the American colonies, but when the
Americans fought for independence from Britain in 1775, and won, couldn’t send them there anymore.”
Henry replies angrily, “Look here Richard, I hear there’s 7,000 of them coming here every year. How’s it our problem if
Britain has too many criminals? Why can’t they keep selling them as workers to American businessmen like they used to?
Or keep them stored in those old boats in British rivers? You know, those old boats they call ‘hulks’?”
Richard puts down his drink, staring at Henry, “The Australian colonies were founded with criminals. About 750 criminals
on the First Fleet in 1788, there was. But they’re hard workers. Governor Phillip used to get skilled convicts to build the
colony. Half the buildings here in Sydney were built by convict hands! Not to mention all the help they give farmers,
working sunrise to sunset every day but Sunday!”
Henry thinks about it for a minute, then responds, “But they’re bad people Richard. Some of them commit more crimes
once they get here and must go to secondary punishment, where they get shipped to Port Arthur in Van Diemen’s Land
or all the way out to Norfolk Island. Good whipping and a set of leg irons they get too.”
“No doubt there’s some tricksters amongst them Henry. But a lot of good ones too. Some of them come here for the
smallest crimes. You know there’s more than 200 crimes that can get you sent out here, right? You can get seven years
for stealing something small for your family to eat. It’s being poor, having no job in those big English cities that drives
people to that crime. How’s that fair? Walk around the colonies now mate, loads of those settlers are ex-convicts who
finished their sentences and went on to be great workers,” says Richard.
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“Yeah. Maybe. I dunno,” says Henry.
“And let’s not forget them who get let off their sentence for good behaviour. And some of them only come here because
the government don’t like them. Like some of those Irish convicts only wanted Britain to leave its hands off Ireland, that’s
all. Plus, we’re a growing colony and a growing colony needs women. About one in five of the convicts are women,”
Richard continues, “I know what you mean Henry, shipping boatloads of criminals here seems like a bad idea, but once
you think about it, we’d be ruined if we didn’t have them.”
You leave the hotel. A lot of information to take in…
“Display your understanding by putting events about convicts in the right order.”

Your task
✓ Here is a list of events in the history of convict transportation to Australia
✓ You must create a timeline and include all the dates, in the correct order from earliest to latest
✓ When making your timeline, don’t include the full sentence, just put the year and a very short summary of what
happened, like “1868: Last convicts to WA”
✓ Make your timeline creative but accurate
➢ 9 January 1868 the convict transport Hougoumont arrived at the port of Fremantle. On board were 269 convicts, the
last to be sent to Western Australia.
➢ However, transportation continued in Victoria, Queensland and Tasmania, and commenced in Western Australia in
1850.
➢ In 1840 transportation to New South Wales ceased.
➢ In 1849, the British Government authorised the conversion of Western Australia from a free settlement to a penal
colony
➢ Opposition to penal transportation become so serious an issue that in 1837 the British Government established a
commission of inquiry headed by Sir William Molesworth.
➢ Since the establishment of a penal colony in New South Wales in 1788, Australia has served as a British prison
➢ The economic depression of the 1840s – felt across all the Australian colonies – affected Western Australia very badly.
➢ The first settlers arrived at the Swan River in 1829
As the stone glows green, you know that you have completed the task successfully.
“There has been a massacre, youngster, you need to investigate…” Go to 15.
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1830: Black Line

Governor Arthur’s Proclamation to the Aborigines,
1828/9. National Library of Australia obj-138420046

You take a small passenger boat from Melbourne to Hobart, the biggest town in Van Diemen’s Land, a triangular-shaped
island off the southern coast of Australia. From the dock you head inland, where you camp near a farm. The next day you
get talking to local farmer Pat Stanway about the relations between settlers and Indigenous people on the island.
“Been rough from the start, mate,” says Pat, “I hear the French met some Indigenous people down here way back in 1772
and already they were fighting, spear against gun. The local churchman told me even Abel Tasman, you know, that
explorer from the Netherlands in Europe, mapped some of this place as far back as 1642. I know whalers been down
these parts since at least 1790. Rough fellows though, brought diseases that wiped out heaps of Indigenous people. Even
kidnapped some of them to work on their ships.”
He offers you a sip from his leather water bag. You take a big gulp, thirsty from the yellow sun high above.
“Island got settled by us Europeans in 1803. British were worried the French might do it first. So here we come, the
English farmers. We’ve put sheep on the land now, but it’s not easy with raids from the Indigenous. Still, reckon there’s
23,000 settlers now. It’s like a war between us, the ‘Black War’.”
The sound of a twig cracking makes Pat jump and turn around, startled.
“Can’t never be too careful now. Most settlers pretty revved up about all this. Lieutenant-Governor George Arthur hasn’t
done enough to protect us and our farms I reckon. Sure, in 1826 he allowed us to raid their camps, and farmers I know
just shoot Indigenous people if they see them, even women and kids. Dunno if that’s right.”
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You look at Pat very concerned, finding it hard to understand his point of view.
“So now Arthur’s calling for this ‘Black Line’, see. Making a huge human chain across the settled district. Gonna try and rid
this area of the Indigenous people so we can farm in peace. As the Lieutenant-Governor says, it’s ‘for the purpose of
capturing those hostile tribes of the Indigenous people.’”
“Surely that won’t work?” you ask.
“It’s gonna be the biggest force ever assembled against Indigenous people. One in ten settlers on the island will take part,
at least that’s the idea. Sounds expensive.”
You bid Pat farewell, unsure about his morals.
You advance into the wilderness, seeking out Indigenous Australians. At last you spot a camp. You strike up a friendship
with an aboriginal elder, who explains the deep history of the land.
“Walked here 40,000 years ago. Sea level was much lower then, no boat needed. About 12,000 years ago sea rose again
and here we are, on an island. Reckon there was about 15,000 of us, in nine nations, before the white invaders arrived.
Only about 2,000 of us now. Sad but true.”
You stay with the Indigenous people for the next few days. Then at dawn one morning it begins. There are shouts and
gunfire in the distance. Your Indigenous friends have their hiding places well planned, however, and the line of settlers
passes them right by.
You bid farewell to the Indigenous people and head back to Hobart Town. Months later, you see a newspaper article
stuck to a public wall in Hobart: Black Line – failure or success? is the headline.
The article mentions that the Black Line itself didn’t work. Indigenous people easily hid from the settlers as they knew the
land much better. Two Indigenous people were captured and another two lost their lives. But, the violence against the
original people did succeed in moving them off their lands.
The Spiritstone’s orange glow tells you it has some information from the future for you.
“At the time, the settlers won and the Indigenous had no home on the island. But in modern Tasmania, there is again a
thriving population of 25,000 Indigenous people.”

Your task
✓ Imagine you are the mother of an Indigenous child in Tasmania is 1830, awaiting the march of people coming
towards you as part of the ‘Black Line’.
✓ Write a short role-play of a conversation they might have. Some of the conversation has been added for you:
Mother: Are you scared, little one?
Child:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Mother: Don’t be afraid, I will protect you…

Child:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Child:
Mother, why are they doing this?

Mother:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Child:
Where is father?

Mother:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
The stone shines a green colour. Success.
“There has been a massacre, youngster, you need to investigate…” Go to 16.
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1838: Myall Creek Massacre

Australian Aborigines Slaughtered by Convicts, by Phiz, The Book
of Remarkable Trials, 1840; Chronicles of Crime V. II, 1841

The rumours about the massacre of Indigenous people are widespread. Are some settlers finally going to be held to
account for murder?
You manage to sneak your way into the courthouse in Sydney. The place is packed. People from all walks of life want to
watch this court case. A shocking case. At least 28 murdered Indigenous people. It is also surprising that white settlers are
being taken to court for it. They often just get away with it. From what you hear, by the 1830s the killing of Indigenous
people is almost accepted. Of course, it was officially illegal, and could result in the death penalty, but the white police
force did not worry about such matters. Only a small number of Indigenous murders were even recorded. We may never
know the full number.
The court case begins. A lawyer explains the facts. A group of Indigenous Wirrayaraay people were camping on a settler’s
farm, working for him. Relations were friendly. Then a group of convicts and a different settler came on to the property.
They kidnapped and killed many Indigenous people. 28 burnt bodies were found, but there may have been more. The
trial ends, and the men are found not guilty. A huge gasp goes up from the people watching. The judge is not happy with
how the case went so he calls for a second trial.
In the days between trials, as you wander around Sydney you hear that the judge is finding it hard to find people to be on
the jury. Not many people want to be the ones to send settlers to the death penalty, even if they did murder people.
It is a cold, rainy day when the second trial starts. Again, you manage to get into the public gallery to watch this popular
court case be decided. As the case continues, it seems that some of the settlers will be found guilty. But at the end of the
trial one witness refuses to talk. Seven of the eleven men are found guilty. They are sentenced to death by hanging. The
crowd begin shouting when the judgement is announced. Some very racist comments are being yelled out. From
watching this court case, you start to understand how much racism there is in the Australian colonies at this time.
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Afterwards, you reflect on what the case means. A local newspaper article quotes J.H. Bannatyne, who says it was an
“extraordinary sensation in the Colony and will be the subject of gossip for many a long day yet.” You also read that the
person who reported the massacre lost his job and couldn’t get another one.
In the end, the outcome of the court case is that settler attitudes become even more negative towards Indigenous
people. In future, it just looks like killers will take better steps to cover their tracks.
“We grow when we ask questions. I now ask you to ask some of your own…”

Your task
✓ Ask an “open-ended” question about the Myall Creek massacre. An open-ended question is a question, usually
starting with “why” or “how”, which needs a long, detailed answer to answer it. An open-ended question often
leads to asking even more questions.
✓ Then ask three follow up questions that you think of after asking your main open-ended question.
✓ For example, on the topic of Captain Cook’s landing in Australia:
o An open-ended question could be: Why did Captain Cook sail to Australia?
▪ Follow up questions could include: What was he looking for in Australia? How did he get on with
the people who already lived there? What were the conditions on the boat like?

Follow up question 1:

Open-ended
question:

Follow up question 2:

Follow up question 3:

A green light shines from the Spiritstone as you complete the task.
“Are you interested in a protest that might lead to a battle?” Go to 17.
“Are you interested in a place created for Indigenous people?” Go to 18.
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1854: Eureka Stockade

Swearing Allegiance to the Southern Cross, Charles A Doudiet, 1 December 1854,
watercolour. Art Gallery of Ballarat

You make your way to Ballarat, a rural town a day’s ride northwest of Melbourne. There is a goldminer rebellion! The
miners have set up a stockade, a wall of logs, around their base. As you approach, you strike up a conversation with one
of the policemen standing guard. You ask him what is happening.
“These miners! Think they’re above the law!” he says, pointing to the stockade, “Just because they don’t like how the
government is running the goldfields they think they can keep us out!”
“But what started this?” you ask.
“They put a 30 shilling a month fee on all miners. It’s a lot of money and the gold round here is running out, so they’re
unhappy. Still, doesn’t mean they can pick up weapons!” he replies.
You wait until night, and sneak into the stockade. Inside are lots of sweaty, bearded men. They swear a lot but are willing
to talk to you.
“Been here since 1851, when gold was first found in these parts,” says a short man named Sam, “Half the men of
Melbourne came up here! Most of the crew of the ship I was working on just left and came here. Wild times!”
Another man chips in, “Then the government tries to take their cut. We’re out here slaving away day after day.
Government provides us with nothing and now they wanna charge us 30 shillings a month! And then they get the police
on us all the time for not paying the fee. Ridiculous!”
The others murmur in agreement. The place seems unsafe though, and Sam takes you to one side.
“Listen youngster, it’s not safe for you here. There’s 300 police and soldiers out there and we think they might try and
stop this protest tomorrow morning. You should get out while you can.”
You take his advice and sneak out before morning.
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As the huge, yellow sun rises the next morning, you find a spot high in a gum tree to watch. Sure enough, the police and
soldiers advance on the mining protestors. Gunshots ring out. The whole thing only lasts fifteen minutes, but you see 22
dead miners and six dead soldiers taken away. There must be over a hundred miners arrested as well.
You make your way back to Melbourne, to safety. Just 13 of the miners who were arrested were put on trial, but were
found not guilty by a jury. You read a newspaper article following the incident. Apparently the miners won! The license
fee was removed, and people representing the miners were added to the Victorian Legislative Council. Even their leader
Peter Lalor, who once said “we swear by the Southern Cross to […] fight to defend our rights and liberties”, is included.
The incident helped lead to men in Victoria being allowed to vote for the first time in 1857. Women were given the vote
in 1908, one of the first places in the world where they could.
“Again, I ask that you show you grasp how these events have unfolded by placing them in order from first to last.”

Your task
✓ Put these events on the timeline using the grid
✓ Each square is one year. This is so the spacing between years is equal, which shows time better.
✓ Two have been done for you
1864 - Gold discovered at Coolgardie, WA
1839 – Gold found near Hartley, NSW
1851 – Miners start Ballarat and Bendigo goldfields
1861 - Gold discovered in New Zealand
1855 - In Victoria, license fee for mining stopped and miners given the right to vote
1854 – Victorian gold miners riot against the license fee – “the Eureka Stockade” rebellion
1867 - A valuable gold field discovered in Gympie, Queensland
1852 – Gold prospectors (miners) start coming from overseas
1860 – Lots of Chinese miners come to Australia
1853 - The fee for gold mining in NSW is made cheaper
1839: Gold
found near
Hartley, New
South Wales

1867: Gold
found in
Gympie,
Queensland

As the stone glows green, you know that you have completed the timeline correctly.
“You are needed elsewhere in Victoria, young one. Indigenous people have been taken off country, you must head there
now.” Go to 20.
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1863: Coranderrk

William Barak and the Aboriginal community of Coranderrk

You make the two-day horse journey from Melbourne out to Coranderrk. As you ride up the brown, dusty road, you see a
series of wooden buildings surrounded by vegetable gardens. The manager, John Green, greets you. As he shows you
around the Aboriginal Reserve, you can tell that he is a good man, respectful of Indigenous traditions.
“We have 2,300 acres of land here, as a homeland for Indigenous people. Kulin nation clan leaders Simon Wonga and
William Barak asked the government for this land, and here we are,” says Mr Green.
As you walk around, you see other Melburnians visiting the area. You realise they are tourists, here to buy homemade
goods made by the Indigenous residents. You get talking to Mr Green’s secretary, Judith, who is full of information.
“It’s a difficult situation here, this reserve,” she says in her soft voice, “the Indigenous people have had to fight against
people who want to control their lives, racism is everywhere. All they want is the rights to the land that they’ve lived on
for thousands of years. But the poor dears, their population has dropped so much since us whites have arrived. I hear
there were about 12,000 in Victoria and now there’s only 2,000. A lot of people think they’re a dying race. A real shame.”
Back in John Green’s office, he explains why the reserve was set up.
“The British Government, which still controls this colony from afar, believes special laws are needed to protect Indigenous
people. As you have no doubt seen, they have been the victims of violence since settlers arrived.”
You nod in agreement, thinking back to what you saw in Van Diemen’s land and heard about at Myall Creek.
“I believe the government will use our system here at Coranderrk to set up other reserves across the land. A ‘Board for
the Protection of the Aborigines’ is going to be set up, which will record the Indigenous population, provide food and
housing, and run reservations like this one. I reckon they’ll have a say in where Indigenous people can live and work.”
“But doesn’t that take away their freedom?” you ask.
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“Yes. That is the aim, I feel. Many white officials see the Indigenous people as ‘child-like’. They think that because they
have a different way of life, they aren’t fully ‘civilised’. In my opinion, this couldn’t be further from the truth. The
Indigenous people know how to live in this harsh land without modern technology. So who is more advanced?”
With that question in your mind, you bid farewell to John and the friends you made at Coranderrk.
You follow the happenings at the station by reading the newspapers. Later, John Green was made to leave and the new
managers did not respect Indigenous people, whose health and housing got worse. The Indigenous residents protested.
Years later, when the government wanted to ‘absorb’ all mixed-race people, all Indigenous people with European parents
or grandparents were removed by force to a white community.
The stone glows orange, and delivers knowledge from the future:
“Coranderrk is a sad tale. It closed after sixty years of operation. In 1991 the land was handed back to the Wurundjeri
traditional owners.”
“Show respect for an Indigenous leader by writing about his life.”

Simon Wonga, Chief of the Yarra tribe

Your task
✓ William Barak died in 1903. You are to write a piece in the newspaper celebrating his life, by filling in the blanks
below. You may need to do further research to compete this task.

William Barak, born on _______________, was from _______________
He had many friends and relatives, including
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________.

Mr Barak had some major achievements in his life. One of the most impressive things he accomplished was
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Mr Barak had a great character. People who knew him would describe him as _________________________,
________________________, and _________________________.
Mr Barak will be sorely missed and has left a remarkable legacy. If people in the future remember him for one thing, it will
probably be
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________.
You complete the task. The Spiritstone glows green.
“A group of miners in nearby Ballarat is preparing for trouble against the government. Find out more.” Go to 19.
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1854: Eureka Stockade

Swearing Allegiance to the Southern Cross, Charles A Doudiet, 1 December 1854,
watercolour. Art Gallery of Ballarat

You make your way to Ballarat, a rural town a day’s ride northwest of Melbourne. There is a goldminer rebellion! The
miners have set up a stockade, a wall of logs, around their base. As you approach, you strike up a conversation with one
of the policemen standing guard. You ask him what is happening.
“These miners! Think they’re above the law!” he says, pointing to the stockade, “Just because they don’t like how the
government is running the goldfields they think they can keep us out!”
“But what started this?” you ask.
“They put a 30 shilling a month fee on all miners. It’s a lot of money and the gold round here is running out, so they’re
unhappy. Still, doesn’t mean they can pick up weapons!” he replies.
You wait until night, and sneak into the stockade. Inside are lots of sweaty, bearded men. They swear a lot but are willing
to talk to you.
“Been here since 1851, when gold was first found in these parts,” says a short man named Sam, “Half the men of
Melbourne came up here! Most of the crew of the ship I was working on just left and came here. Wild times!”
Another man chips in, “Then the government tries to take their cut. We’re out here slaving away day after day.
Government provides us with nothing and now they wanna charge us 30 shillings a month! And then they get the police
on us all the time for not paying the fee. Ridiculous!”
The others murmur in agreement. The place seems unsafe though, and Sam takes you to one side.
“Listen youngster, it’s not safe for you here. There’s 300 police and soldiers out there and we think they might try and
stop this protest tomorrow morning. You should get out while you can.”
You take his advice and sneak out before morning.
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As the huge, yellow sun rises the next morning, you find a spot high in a gum tree to watch. Sure enough, the police and
soldiers advance on the mining protestors. Gunshots ring out. The whole thing only lasts fifteen minutes, but you see 22
dead miners and six dead soldiers taken away. There must be over a hundred miners arrested as well.
You make your way back to Melbourne, to safety. Just 13 of the miners who were arrested were put on trial, but were
found not guilty by a jury. You read a newspaper article following the incident. Apparently the miners won! The license
fee was removed, and people representing the miners were added to the Victorian Legislative Council. Even their leader
Peter Lalor, who once said “we swear by the Southern Cross to […] fight to defend our rights and liberties”, is included.
The incident helped lead to men in Victoria being allowed to vote for the first time in 1857. Women were given the vote
in 1908, one of the first places in the world where they could.
“Again, I ask that you show you grasp how these events have unfolded by placing them in order from first to last.”

Your task
✓ Put these events on the timeline using the grid
✓ Each square is one year. This is so the spacing between years is equal, which shows time better.
✓ Two have been done for you

1864 - Gold discovered at Coolgardie, WA
1839 – Gold found near Hartley, NSW
1851 – Miners start Ballarat and Bendigo goldfields
1861 - Gold discovered in New Zealand
1855 - In Victoria, license fee for mining stopped and miners given the right to vote
1854 – Victorian gold miners riot against the license fee – “the Eureka Stockade” rebellion
1867 - A valuable gold field discovered in Gympie, Queensland
1852 – Gold prospectors (miners) start coming from overseas
1860 – Lots of Chinese miners come to Australia
1853 - The fee for gold mining in NSW is made cheaper
1839: Gold
found near
Hartley, New
South Wales

1867: Gold
found in
Gympie,
Queensland

As the stone glows green, you know you have completed the timeline correctly.
“Do you love sport?” Go to 21.
“Do you love justice?” Go to 22.
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1863: Coranderrk

William Barak and the Aboriginal community of Coranderrk

You make the two-day horse journey from Melbourne out to Coranderrk. As you ride up the brown, dusty road, you see a
series of wooden buildings surrounded by vegetable gardens. The manager, John Green, greets you. As he shows you
around the Aboriginal Reserve, you can tell that he is a good man, respectful of Indigenous traditions.
“We have 2,300 acres of land here, as a homeland for Indigenous people. Kulin nation clan leaders Simon Wonga and
William Barak asked the government for this land, and here we are,” says Mr Green.
As you walk around, you see other Melburnians visiting the area. You realise they are tourists, here to buy homemade
goods made by the Indigenous residents. You get talking to Mr Green’s secretary, Judith, who is full of information.
“It’s a difficult situation here, this reserve,” she says in her soft voice, “the Indigenous people have had to fight against
people who want to control their lives, racism is everywhere. All they want is the rights to the land that they’ve lived on
for thousands of years. But the poor dears, their population has dropped so much since us whites have arrived. I hear
there were about 12,000 in Victoria and now there’s only 2,000. A lot of people think they’re a dying race. A real shame.”
Back in John Green’s office, he explains why the reserve was set up.
“The British Government, which still controls this colony from afar, believes special laws are needed to protect Indigenous
people. As you have no doubt seen, they have been the victims of violence since settlers arrived.”
You nod in agreement, thinking back to what you saw in Van Diemen’s land and heard about at Myall Creek.
“I believe the government will use our system here at Coranderrk to set up other reserves across the land. A ‘Board for
the Protection of the Aborigines’ is going to be set up, which will record the Indigenous population, provide food and
housing, and run reservations like this one. I reckon they’ll have a say in where Indigenous people can live and work.”
“But doesn’t that take away their freedom?” you ask.
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“Yes. That is the aim, I feel. Many white officials see the Indigenous people as ‘child-like’. They think that because they
have a different way of life, they aren’t fully ‘civilised’. In my opinion, this couldn’t be further from the truth. The
Indigenous people know how to live in this harsh land without modern technology. So who is more advanced?”
With that question in your mind, you bid farewell to John and the friends you made at Coranderrk.
You follow the happenings at the station by reading the newspapers. Later, John Green was made to leave and the new
managers did not respect Indigenous people, whose health and housing got worse. The Indigenous residents protested.
Years later, when the government wanted to ‘absorb’ all mixed-race people, all Indigenous people with European parents
or grandparents were removed by force to a white community.
The stone glows orange, and delivers knowledge from the future:
“Coranderrk is a sad tale. It closed after sixty years of operation. In 1991 the land was handed back to the Wurundjeri
traditional owners.”
“Show respect for an Indigenous leader by writing about his life.”

Simon Wonga, Chief of the Yarra Yarra tribe

Your task
✓ William Barak died in 1903. You are to write a piece in the newspaper celebrating his life, by filling in the blanks
below. You may need to do further research to compete this task.

William Barak, born on _______________, was from _______________.
He had many friends and relatives, including
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________.

Mr Barak had some major achievements in his life. One of the most impressive things he accomplished was
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Mr Barak had a great character. People who knew him would describe him as _________________________,
________________________, and _________________________.
Mr Barak will be sorely missed and has left a remarkable legacy. If people in the future remember him for one thing, it will
probably be
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________.
You complete the task. The Spiritstone glows green.
“Do you love sport?” Go to 21.
“Do you love justice?” Go to 22.
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1868: Aboriginal cricket team

The Aboriginal cricket team who played the Melbourne Cricket Club on Boxing Day
1866, captained by Tom Wills

As the boat leaves port, you wave farewell to the Australian colonies. You’re on the three-month boat ride to England
with a team of cricket playing Indigenous Australians. What an adventure!
You spend much of the rough, windy journey talking to the coach, English cricketer Charles Lawrence.
“First Australian team to tour overseas! Can you believe it?”
“I can’t! So many people in the colonies are hostile to Indigenous people, yet here we are”, you say.
“Cricket is a really important part of social life in the colonies,” he says, “and seeing Indigenous people play, well, I guess
the whites see it as a bit of entertainment.”
He grabs hold of the slippery boat as it rocks to one side.
“These men have already played at the Melbourne Cricket Club in front of 8,000 people! The blokes performed some
traditional activities afterwards like throwing boomerangs and spears. We’ve got 13 men from western Victoria with us
on this trip. Jarwadjali, Gundtimara and Wotjobaluk men.”
Months later, the boat arrives. The tour is quite successful. The team play 47 matches spread over six months. They win
14, draw 19 and lose 14, a good effort. The team make headlines wherever they go. You read one magazine that says,
“They are perfectly civilised, having been brought up in the bush to agricultural pursuits.” They attract some big crowds,
including over 20,000 who turn up to The Oval cricket ground in London. Other newspapers aren’t so kind, with
statements describing the men as “conquered natives of a convict colony” and a “travesty upon cricketing at Lord’s” (a
famous cricket ground).
After the tour, and the return home journey, the cricketers go back to their lives working as labourers on farm stations.
Some years later, the law is changed, making it hard for the men to tour as cricketers, as they needed the written
permission from white ‘protectors’ to travel. A real shame, as you see it. The tour was a full nine years before the first
‘official’ game between two countries.
“Now your visual communication skills must be strengthened.”
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Your task
✓ Create a collage with the title “Indigenous Australians and cricket” that commemorates the 1868 cricket tour
✓ Find at least five images from either the defining moment about this event [include link], books or the internet
(google image search) to create your collage, including
o some Google search terms you could use: “Indigenous cricket” or “Aboriginal cricket team 1868” or
“Aborigine cricket”
✓ Include a dot point under each picture saying what it is and why you put it there.

INDIGENOUS AUSTRALIANS AND CRICKET

You compete the task, the stone glows green to tell you it has been done correctly.
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“The moral quality of the colony is going to be improved. Find out more.” Go to 24.


1868: Convict transportation ends

The gates of the convict-built Fremantle Prison

The Perth office of “The West Australian” is busy. Loud, smoky, dusty. You are there to find out about the big news in the
colonies, the end of convict transportation. Charlotte Reed, the sub-editor who has agreed to show you around, appears
out of the crowd of working journalists, a notepad in one hand.
“Howdy mate! Welcome! Big day in the news world. The British have finally stopped sending us their unwanted! The last
boatload of 269 convicts arrived today.” she says.
“How did this all come about?” you ask.
“We’ve been accepting convicts into the colonies for 80 years. Us here in Western Australia only for 20 years though.
There have been settlers out here since 1829. But ever since the 1830s the mood in Australia has changed. People have
been against convicts being sent here.”
Another journalist comes and asks her to sign a piece of paper.
“Bills! You know how it is…,” she continues, “then the Molesworth report came out. Some good points in there: Giving
convicts as free workers wasn’t fair; Whipping convicts, that’s not right either; And you know, the report said our whole
society was violent and wrong. That’s hard to take! So yeah, I guess since then, people have thought… well, stop the
convicts and Australia will become nicer and safer. Most people see them as dangerous and it doesn’t do our reputation
much good. Our friends over in New South Wales stopped getting convicts almost thirty years ago!”
“But wasn’t Western Australia supposed to be free of convicts?” you ask.
“Sure was. Our colony really struggled to find workers so we asked for convicts to be sent as labourers. South Australia
never had convicts sent there. I’m sure they think they’re better than everyone now!”
She takes you on a short tour of the printing press. You see the headline of the next day’s newspaper, “In future […] all
who come […] shall be virtuous.” You aren’t sure about that. Is it only convicts that can be bad people?
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You thank Charlotte for her time and leave the newspaper building behind.
“Your communication skills must improve, young one, so this is your next challenge…”

Your task
✓ Write a short essay about the end of convict transportation by filling in the blanks.
(Introduction)
Convict transportation ended in ________. This essay will discuss (put the first main point here)
________________________________________________________________________________________________
and (put the second main point here)
________________________________________________________________________________________________.

(Paragraph 1)
Convicts were transported from _________________ to _________________ from _____________ until
_______________. Convicts were transported for a total of _________ years. One reason convicts were transported from
Britain to Australia was because
________________________________________________________________________________________________.
Places in Australia where convicts were shipped to include ______________________________ and
_____________________.

(Paragraph 2)
There were good things and _______________ about convict transportation. One good thing was
________________________________________________________________________________________________.
One bad thing was
________________________________________________________________________________________________.

(Conclusion)
In conclusion, the end of convict transportation meant the end of ________ years of convicts coming to ___________.
History will remember this event as
________________________________________________________________________________________________.

A green glow from the Spiritstone tells you that the task is done.

“A group of indigenous men are travelling to England! Join them.” Go to 23.
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1868: Aboriginal cricket team

The Aboriginal cricket team who played the Melbourne Cricket Club on Boxing Day
1866, captained by Tom Wills

As the boat leaves port, you wave farewell to the Australian colonies. You’re on the three-month boat ride to England
with a team of cricket playing Indigenous Australians. What an adventure!
You spend much of the rough, windy journey talking to the coach, English cricketer Charles Lawrence.
“First Australian team to tour overseas! Can you believe it?”
“I can’t! So many people in the colonies are hostile to Indigenous people, yet here we are”, you say.
“Cricket is a really important part of social life in the colonies,” he says, “and seeing Indigenous people play, well, I guess
the whites see it as a bit of entertainment.”
He grabs hold of the slippery boat as it rocks to one side.
“These men have already played at the Melbourne Cricket Club in front of 8,000 people! The blokes performed some
traditional activities afterwards like throwing boomerangs and spears. We’ve got 13 men from western Victoria with us
on this trip. Jarwadjali, Gundtimara and Wotjobaluk men.”
Months later, the boat arrives. The tour is quite successful. The team play 47 matches spread over six months. They win
14, draw 19 and lose 14, a good effort. The team make headlines wherever they go. You read one magazine that says,
“They are perfectly civilised, having been brought up in the bush to agricultural pursuits.” They attract some big crowds,
including over 20,000 who turn up to The Oval cricket ground in London. Other newspapers aren’t so kind, with
statements describing the men as “conquered natives of a convict colony” and a “travesty upon cricketing at Lord’s” (a
famous cricket ground).
After the tour, and the return home journey, the cricketers go back to their lives working as labourers on farm stations.
Some years later, the law is changed, making it hard for the men to tour as cricketers, as they needed the written
permission from white ‘protectors’ to travel. A real shame, as you see it. The tour was a full nine years before the first
‘official’ game between two countries.
“Now your visual communication skills must be strengthened.”
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Your task
✓ Create a collage with the title “Indigenous Australians and cricket” that commemorates the 1868 cricket tour
✓ Find at least five images from either the defining moment about this event [include link], books or the internet
(google image search) to create your collage, including
o some Google search terms you could use: “Indigenous cricket” or “Aboriginal cricket team 1868” or
“Aborigine cricket”
✓ Include a dot point under each picture saying what it is and why you put it there.

INDIGENOUS AUSTRALIANS AND CRICKET

You compete the task, the stone glows green to tell you it has been done correctly.
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“A new organisation has been set up in Melbourne. Find out about it.” Go to 25.


1868: Convict transportation ends

The gates of the convict-built Fremantle Prison

The Perth office of “The West Australian” is busy. Loud, smoky, dusty. You are there to find out about the big news in the
colonies, the end of convict transportation. Charlotte Reed, the sub-editor who has agreed to show you around, appears
out of the crowd of working journalists, a notepad in one hand.
“Howdy mate! Welcome! Big day in the news world. The British have finally stopped sending us their unwanted! The last
boatload of 269 convicts arrived today.” she says.
“How did this all come about?” you ask.
“We’ve been accepting convicts into the colonies for 80 years. Us here in Western Australia only for 20 years though.
There have been settlers out here since 1829. But ever since the 1830s the mood in Australia has changed. People have
been against convicts being sent here.”
Another journalist comes and asks her to sign a piece of paper.
“Bills! You know how it is…,” she continues, “then the Molesworth report came out. Some good points in there: Giving
convicts as free workers wasn’t fair; Whipping convicts, that’s not right either; And you know, the report said our whole
society was violent and wrong. That’s hard to take! So yeah, I guess since then, people have thought… well, stop the
convicts and Australia will become nicer and safer. Most people see them as dangerous and it doesn’t do our reputation
much good. Our friends over in New South Wales stopped getting convicts almost thirty years ago!”
“But wasn’t Western Australia supposed to be free of convicts?” you ask.
“Sure was. Our colony really struggled to find workers so we asked for convicts to be sent as labourers. South Australia
never had convicts sent there. I’m sure they think they’re better than everyone now!”
She takes you on a short tour of the printing press. You see the headline of the next day’s newspaper, “In future […] all
who come […] shall be virtuous.” You aren’t sure about that. Is it only convicts that can be bad people?
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You thank Charlotte for her time and leave the newspaper building behind.
“Your communication skills must improve, young one, so this is your next challenge…”

Your task
✓ Write a short essay about the end of convict transportation by filling in the blanks.
(Introduction)
Convict transportation ended in ________. This essay will discuss (put the first main point here)
________________________________________________________________________________________________
and (put the second main point here)
________________________________________________________________________________________________.

(Paragraph 1)
Convicts were transported from _________________ to _________________ from _____________ until
_______________. Convicts were transported for a total of _________ years. One reason convicts were transported from
Britain to Australia was because
________________________________________________________________________________________________.
Places in Australia where convicts were shipped to include ______________________________ and
_____________________.

(Paragraph 2)
There were good things and _______________ about convict transportation. One good thing was
________________________________________________________________________________________________.
One bad thing was
________________________________________________________________________________________________.

(Conclusion)
In conclusion, the end of convict transportation meant the end of ________ years of convicts coming to ___________.
History will remember this event as
________________________________________________________________________________________________.

A green glow from the Spiritstone tells you that the task is done.

“A new organisation has been set up in Melbourne. Find out about it.” Go to 25.
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1871: Australian Natives’ Association

Honour Board – Australia Natives Association, Museums Victoria
https://collections.museumvictoria.com.au/articles/1852

The Australian Natives’ Association, or ANA, are having their first large meeting in a hall in Melbourne. You manage to
smuggle yourself in dressed as one of the waiters. Many men sit at long tables, which are piled with delicious food and
drink.
A tall man by the name of James Moss, who has a thick dark beard and bushy moustache gets up to speak after the
dinner has begun.
“Gentlemen! Welcome to the first of many meetings of the Australian Natives’ Association. We stand as a club for
Australian-born men. No longer should Australians be seen as lacking in culture because we are a colony. No! In truth, we
believe the colonies should join together to form one nation. We believe there should be an end to the outdated class
system from Britain.”
The crowd roar in agreement. Glasses are loudly clinked together.
“Australians, no longer should we accept immigrants who are not white. However, the Indigenous people deserve our
protection. Indeed, it is the white man’s responsibility to protect them. And finally, we support the movement to allow
women to vote.”
A quieter round of clapping. You overhear more about the club as you walk around the room serving drinks and taking
plates away.
“Being set up as a ‘Friendly Society’ it is. So, we’ll all have to pay a bit of money in, but we’ll get support if we’re sick or
old.”
“Worth it though old chap! Lot of important people in this room I reckon.”
“You said it! If you wanted to rise in the political world, this would be the place to start!”
“With all the wealth in this room, we should set up some non-religious schools here in Melbourne.”
“Good idea cobber, great idea…”
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“You are becoming wise, young one. Now show you can communicate you wisdom.”

Your task
✓ Come up with three questions that are answered in the text above. The answers to the questions must be whole
sentences though, not single words. For example, one question that would be answered in the text above is
“What is a friendly society?” (the answer would be ‘a club that you pay money into that pays you support when
you need it)
Question 1 that is answered in the text, where the answer isn’t just one word:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Question 2 that is answered in the text, where the answer isn’t just one word:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Question 3 that is answered in the text, where the answer isn’t just one word:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
The stone glows green.
“I have one more thing you must do…” Go to 26.
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The Spiritstone glows bright yellow… Something different is happening.
“Young traveller, the future of the land is unknown. You are now the future. What you have learned will decide the fate
of Australia. Answer these questions, and show the Spiritstone that you are worthy…”
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

What year did Captain Cook arrive in Australia?
a. 1770
b. 1788
c. 1778
d. 1780
What did Tasmania used to be called?
a. Van Diemen’s Land
b. Hobart Town
c. Launceston
d. South Wales
What was the name of the port that the First Fleet came into?
a. Port Jackson
b. Port Sydney
c. Port Botany
d. Port Australia
What is the name of the Indigenous man who became friends with Governor Phillip
a. Bennelong
b. Eora
c. Wiradjuri
d. William Barak
What disease killed many Indigenous people in the 1790s?
a. smallpox
b. cancer
c. AIDS
d. malaria
Roughly how many Indigenous people lived in Australia before Europeans arrived?
a. 700,000
b. 100,000
c. 10,000,000
d. 3,000,000
Pemulwuy was a warrior from which people?
a. Bidjigal
b. Wiradjuri
c. Eora
d. Wurundjeri
How did Pemulwuy die?
a. disease
b. starvation
c. murder
d. accident
What was the main product used from whales?
a. meat
b. oil
c. blubber
d. bone
What was another benefit of whaling boats coming to Australia?
a. they would bring goods to Australia
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11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

b. they would bring whales to Australia
c. they would take convicts away from Australia
d. they brought weapons from Europe
What initially stopped settlers from living further inland from Sydney?
a. the Blue Mountains
b. drought
c. the number of rivers
d. salty water
What attracted settlers to Bathurst?
a. farmland
b. fresh water
c. kangaroos
d. Indigenous people
Who was the first person to sail around Australia?
a. Matthew Flinders
b. Captain James Cook
c. Abel Tasman
d. Arthur Phillip
How many indigenous languages were there in Australia before Europeans arrived?
a. tens
b. hundreds
c. thousands
d. tens of thousands
How many Indigenous people died during the “Black Line” in Tasmania?
a. 2
b. 20
c. 200
d. 2,000
When did Europeans start settling in Tasmania?
a. 1803
b. 1903
c. 2003
d. 1703
What was the biggest number of convicts that came to Australia per year?
a. 700
b. 7,000
c. 70,000
d. 70
How many convicts were on the First Fleet?
a. About 750
b. About 250
c. About 1,750
d. About 1,250
What happened to the 11 people put on trial for the Myall Creek Massacre?
a. They were all found guilty
b. They were all found innocent
c. 7 out of 11 of them were found guilty
d. 4 out of 11 of them were found guilty
From which Indigenous group were at least 28 people murdered in the Myall Creek Massacre?
a. Wirrayaraay
b. Wiradjuri
c. Wurundjeri
d. Eora
What modern state did the Eureka Stockade rebellion take place in?
a. Victoria
b. New South Wales
c. Tasmania
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22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

d. Queensland
Why were the miners protesting at Ballarat?
a. there was an increase in the miner’s fee
b. the mines were being closed down
c. the government taxed their gold
d. Chinese miners were being treated badly
Which nation were Indigenous leaders Simon Wonga and William Barak from?
a. Kulin
b. Eora
c. Wiradjuri
d. Pitjantjara
There were only about how many Indigenous people left in Victoria in 1863?
a. 2,000
b. 20,000
c. 50,000
d. 200
What year did convict transportation to Australia end?
a. 1868
b. 1768
c. 1968
d. 1668
Which state never had convicts?
a. Western Australia
b. New South Wales
c. South Australia
d. Tasmania
What was the first international touring sports team from Australia?
a. Indigenous cricketers
b. White cricketers
c. Indigenous soccer players
d. White soccer players
What made it hard for Indigenous people to travel in the late 1800s?
a. they had to get permission from white ‘protectors’
b. there was no transportation
c. there was nowhere interesting to go
d. a lack of horses
Who joined the “Australian Natives’ Association”?
a. Australian-born men
b. Australian-born people
c. Foreign men
d. Foreign people
What is one view the ANA had?
a. Australian colonies should join to make one country
b. Indigenous people should be in government
c. Australia should unify with Britain
d. women should earn as much money as men

“Well done, youngster. You have shown you are knowledgeable and skilled. With more people like you in Australia,
perhaps the land can be healed. There is much work to do. The Spiritstone Saga is not yet complete, but your part in it
has ended, for now. Congratulations, and go well.”
With that, the Spiritstone glows bright white. The light takes in everything. And then darkness. You wake up in your
body in the modern day.
THE END
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